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Oil and natural gas, which today account for over 60% of the world’s energy supply, are often produced by offshore platforms. One third of all
oil and gas comes from the offshore sector. However, offshore oil and gas installations are generally considered intrinsically vulnerable to
deliberate attacks. The changing security landscape and concerns about the threats of terrorism and piracy to offshore oil and gas
installations are major issues for energy companies and governments worldwide. But, how common are attacks on offshore oil and gas
installations? Who attacks offshore installations? Why are they attacked? How are they attacked? How is their security regulated at the
international level? How has the oil industry responded? This timely and first of its kind publication answers these questions and examines
the protection and security of offshore oil and gas installations from a global, industry-wide and company-level perspective. Looking at attacks
on offshore installations that occurred throughout history of the offshore petroleum industry, it examines the different types of security threats
facing offshore installations, the factors that make offshore installations attractive targets, the nature of attacks and the potentially devastating
impacts that can result from attacks on these important facilities. It then examines the international legal framework, state practice and
international oil and gas industry responses that aim to address this vital problem. Crucially, the book includes a comprehensive dataset of
attacks and security incidents involving offshore oil and gas installations entitled the Offshore Installations Attack Dataset (OIAD). This is an
indispensable reference work for oil and gas industry professionals, company security officers, policy makers, maritime lawyers and
academics worldwide.
This book belongs to the Port Economics and Global Supply Chain Management strand of the Palgrave Studies in Maritime Economics book
series, commissioned by Hercules Haralambides. This book discusses the main drivers that affect the introduction and growth of short sea
shipping services. It describes and analyses the main operational concepts of short sea shipping and introduces relevant administrative and
strategic approaches that enable its sustainable execution. Short Sea Shipping (SSS) comprises freight and passenger mobility by
waterborne transport at a limited range, without crossing an ocean. Being a direct competitor to land-based transport modes, it uses ports
and inland waterways to complement traditional transportation systems, increase capacity, improve flexibility, and contribute towards the goal
of sustainable mobility. The reader will be introduced to various aspects of short sea shipping including benefits and shortfalls, relevant
regulations and policies, and the applicability of short sea services within a given case or scenario.
This textbook presents a compendium of important issues that were discussed at the 2nd International Cruise Conference in Plymouth (UK)
between the 18th and 20th February 2010. The focus of the conference was to consider emerging issues, problems and solutions for the
cruise industry at a time when trading conditions were perceived to be highly volatile.
The twenty-fifth session of the IMO Assembly, from 19 to 29 November 2007, adopted resolutions that included: - Code for the
Implementation of Mandatory IMO Instruments, 2007 - Survey Guidelines under the Harmonized System of Survey and Certification, 200.
www.owaysonline.com 1st Mate - Orals - Preparatory Notes By Rahul
This volume provides a detailed legal analysis of the fourth pillar of the international maritime regulatory regime, the comprehensive Maritime
Labour Convention, 2006, and its provisions to achieve decent work for seafarers and a level playing field for shipowners.
The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) remains the cornerstone of global ocean governance. However, it
lacks effective provisions or mechanisms to ensure that all ocean space and related problems are dealt with holistically. With seemingly no
opportunity for revision due to the Conventions burdensome amendment provisions, complementary mechanisms dealing with such aspects
of global ocean governance including maritime transport, fisheries, and marine environmental sustainability, have been developed under the
aegis of the United Nations and other relevant international organizations. This approach is inherently fragmented and unable to achieve
sustainable global ocean governance. In light of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), particularly Goal 14, the IMLI Treatise proposes
a new paradigm on the basis of integrated and cross-sectoral approach in order to realise a more effective and sustainable governance
regime for the oceans. The volume examines how the IMO, with 171 Member States and 3 Associated Members, has and continues to
promote the goals of safe, secure, sound, and efficient shipping on clean oceans. It studies the interface and interaction between UNCLOS
and IMO instruments and how IMOs safety, security, and environmental protection conventions have contributed to global ocean governance,
including the peaceful order of the polar regions.

Since it was first published in 1964, Elements of Shipping has become established as a market leader. Now this new
edition has been entirely updated and revised to take in the many changes that have occurred in the shipping industry in
recent years and the increased emphasis placed on professionalism, qualified personnel and the need for the latest
available technology. With new chapters on seaports and electronic data interchange, it explains in a lucid, professional
manner the basic elements of shipping embracing operating, e-commerce/computerization (shipboard/trade),
commercial, legal, economic, technical, managerial, logistics and financial considerations. It also reflects recent major
trends including the impact of globalization, current good practice and future trends. All twenty-two chapters have been
updated and over half of the content is new. Filling a gap for the discerning reader who wishes to have a complete
understanding of all the elements of the global shipping scene together with the interface with seaports, international
trade and logistics, it remains essential reading for shipping executives along with students and academics with an
interest in the shipping industry.
Unmanned ships and autonomous ships are quickly becoming a reality, making shipping safer and more efficient.
However, traditional tasks and functions are becoming blurred as new technology changes how the unique needs of
different sectors are met. In addition to large vessels dedicated to the transport of goods and cargos across the oceans,
major efforts are underway towards the automation of small coastal shipping that includes ferries, tugboats, supply and
service vessels, and barges. Automated vehicles are also replacing conventional ships for inspecting and servicing
pipelines, drilling platforms, wind farms and other offshore installations. Automated shipping is explored in terms of
economics, technology, safety and the environment under the broad themes of ship design and engineering, command
and control, navigation, communications, security, regulatory issues, and training. This includes initiatives for
autonomous shipping as well as civilian implications of military ship automation programs. This book is primarily for
maritime professionals, regulatory authorities, insurers, and environmental groups. It also suits undergraduate students
involved in deck officer training, and graduate students and academics involved in research in ship design, operations
and management.
Since it was first published in 1964, Elements of Shipping has become established as a market leader. Now in its ninth
edition, Branch’s Elements of Shipping, renamed in memory of Alan Branch, has been updated throughout and revised
to take in the many changes that have occurred in the shipping industry in recent years, including the impact of the
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economic crisis, the Panama Canal expansion and new legislation. All tables and data have been brought up-to-date and
many new illustrations have been added. The book explains in a lucid, professional manner the basic elements of
shipping, including operational, commercial, legal, economic, technical, managerial, logistical and financial
considerations. It also explores how shipping markets behave and provides an overview of the international shipping
industry and seaports. Filling a gap for the discerning reader who wishes to have a complete understanding of all the
elements of the global shipping scene together with the interface with seaports, international trade and logistics, it
remains essential reading for shipping executives along with students and academics with an interest in the shipping
industry.
Cruise Operations Management provides a comprehensive and contextualised overview of hospitality services for the
cruise industry. As well as providing a background to the cruise industry, it also looks deeper into the management issues
providing a practical guide for both students and professionals alike. A user-friendly and practical guide it discusses
issues such as: Â· The history and image of cruising Â· How to design a cruise and itinerary planning Â· Roles and
responsibilities on a cruise ship Â· Customer service systems and passenger profiles Â· Managing food and drink
operations onboard Â· Health, safety and security Cruise Operations Management presents a range of contextualised
facts illustrated by a number of case studies that encourage the reader to examine the often complex circumstances that
surround problems or events associated to cruise operations. The case studies are contemporary and are constructed
from first hand research with a number of international cruise companies providing a real world insight into this industry.
Each case study is followed by questions that are intended to illuminate issues and stimulate discussion. The structure of
the book is designed so the reader can either build knowledge cumulatively for an in-depth knowledge of managerial
practices and procedures onboard a cruise ship, or they can â€˜dip in' and make use of specific material and case
studies for use within a more generic hospitality or tourism learning context. * Comprehensive overview of hospitality
services and operations written specifically for the cruise industry * Uses contemporary examples to illustrate the unique
aspects of this industry providing a clear understanding of managing operations onboard * Flexible format enables
readers to build knowledge cumulatively or jump in and make use of specific material within a hospitality or tourism
learning context
The International Ship and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS Code), adopted in December 2002, seeks to: establish an
international framework for co-operation between governments and government agencies, local authorities and shipping
and port industries to detect and assess security threats and take preventive measures against security incidents
affecting ships or port facilities used in international trade; to establish relevant roles and responsibilities at the national
and international level for ensuring maritime safety; and to enable efficient collation and exchange of security-related
information. These objectives are to be achieved by the designation of appropriate personnel on each ship, in each port
facility and in each shipping company to prepare assessments and effect security plans. This publication includes the
ISPS Code, relevant amendments to the SOLAS (International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea) Convention and
other resolutions.
Even when the market is cloudy, LNG’s future remains bright, with long-term annual growth projected to be steady.
Natural gas is the cleanest burning fossil fuel and offers a potential solution to concerns over global warming and air
pollution. In this updated and revised second edition, authors Michael D. Tusiani and Gordon Shearer uses everyday
language and real-world examples to help readers understand the complex LNG industry. It provides the reader with
insights into changes in the markets, technological advances, and the commercial evolution of what continues to be one
of the most capital-intensive and formidable global industries. Features Include: Explains the technologies utilized:
liquefaction, shipping and regasification, onshore and floating Covers existing and proposed worldwide LNG projects
Examines the economics and commercial structure of the LNG industry, including synopses gas supply agreements,
LNG sales contracts, and financing Discusses shipping conventions and regulations This book is an important resource
for energy industry leaders, investment bankers, energy professionals, or anyone looking to expand their knowledge of
the LNG industry.
The ISM Code has been mandatory for almost every commercial vessel in the world for more than a decade and nearly
two decades for high risk vessels, yet there is very little case law in this area. Consequently, there remains a great deal
of confusion about the potential legal and insurance implications of the Code. This third edition represents a major rewrite and addresses significant amendments that were made to the ISM Code on 1st July 2010 and 1st January 2015.
This book provides practitioners with a practical overview of, and much needed guidance on, the potential implications of
failing to implement the requirements of the Code. It will be hugely valuable to DPAs, managers of ship operating
companies, ship masters, maritime lawyers and insurance claims staff.
This model course has been based on MSC/Circ 1188, 'Guidelines on training and certification for Port Facility Security
Officers', and aims to provide knowledge to those who may be designated to perform the duties and responsibilities of a
Port Facility Security Officer (PFSO), as defined in section A/2.1.8 (and section A/17) of the ISPS Code, and in particular
the duties and responsibilities with respect to the security of a port facility, for ensuring the development (or for
developing) of a Port Facility Security Assessment, for ensuring the development (or for developing) of, implementing,
maintaining and updating a Port Facility Security Plan and for liaising with Ship Security Officers (SSOs) and with
Company Security Officers (CSOs).
This study examines the shipmaster’s duty to render assistance at sea under international law. This duty is assessed in
the light of contemporary challenges posed by the phenomenon of irregular migration by sea, a problem which has
intensified in recent years. The approach undertaken gives special emphasis to the shipmaster’s responsibilities in
rescue operations, and his role in the fulfilment of States’ international obligations in the rendering of assistance.
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This book offers a comprehensive international law analysis of the European Uniona (TM)s maritime safety legislation.
This is a relatively novel field of activity of the EU, but its development has been very rapid. Since 1993, over 40 acts of
EU law have been adopted, dealing with a variety of subjects, such as port State control, classification societies, vessel
traffic management, ship construction, environmental protection and pollution sanctions. This legislation is analysed from
the point of international law, notably the law of the sea and the international maritime conventions. Regional legislation
in a field that is traditionally regulated primarily by means of international conventions is bound to create tensions with the
related international conventions and with well-established principles of international law. This study assesses how the
EU has acted as a flag State, port State and coastal State and measures the trends in this development against the
international legal framework. More detailed legal analyses are offered for specific aspects of EU legislation that are
considered to be particularly interesting from an international law point of view. The relationship between EU law and
international law within the internal EU legal system is also analysed from the specific perspective of maritime safety law.
A complete reference and training manual for everyone involved with yachts, from crew member to Officer of the Watch.
Port State Control, Second Edition is a comprehensive publication dealing with the full implications and regulations of
port State control. It provides a detailed analysis of the legal framework relating to port State control, including the most
recent developments in this area. It covers not only the regional agreements on port State control and the EU legislation
on this subject but also the background of the port State control process, its implications in practice and its effect on the
ISM Code and the classification societies. The book covers topics such as: Amendments and changes to the regional
port state control systems The addition of an appeal procedure to the Paris MOU Issues related to the ports of refuge and
the urgency for authorities to draw up appropriate plans for places of refuge following the recent incidents The ISPS
Code for maritime security in the light of newly recognised vulnerability against terrorist attacks Update to Equasis
Progress with Qualship regime under US Port State Control system. This book will be an invaluable reference tool for
shipping lawyers around the world.
Governance of Arctic Shipping: Balancing Rights and Interests of Arctic States and User States examines potential
cooperative mechanisms for balancing rights and interests of Arctic States and user States in light of experiences with
Southeast Asian cooperative mechanisms.
First modern title to cover the varied and complex world of ship management in the 21st century.
The Code of Federal Regulations is a codification of the general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register by the Executive
departments and agencies of the United States Federal Government.
This model course is intended to provide the knowledge required to enable personnel without designated security duties in connection with a
Ship Security Plan (SSP) to enhance ship security in accordance with the requirements of chapter XI-2 of SOLAS 74 as amended, the ISPS
Code, and section A-VI/6-1 of the STCW Code, as amended. Those who successfully complete this course should achieve the required
standard of competence enabling them to contribute to the enhancement of maritime security through heightened awareness and the ability
to recognize security threats and to respond appropriately.
This book explores various aspects of the roles and responsibilities of coast guards, which are increasingly becoming significant today, and
sheds light on their authority and limitations in the course of maritime law enforcement. It is unique in its unraveling of all facets of coast
guards, focusing on their law enforcement authority and limitations from a practical perspective. It details the principles and procedures that
coast guard officers are required to follow in the course of international law at sea by examining treaties, conventions, international rulings,
and theories. The text employs a comparative study of national coast guards and a review of cases concerning international maritime law
enforcement. It provides practical insights into coast guards and their law enforcement, based on the author’s career experience and service
as a Commissioner General in the Korea Coast Guard. As such, this book will serve as a good reference in practice and contribute to the
formulation of guidelines and criteria of maritime law enforcement of coast guards.
Legal Order in the World’s Oceans: UN Convention on the Law of the Sea assesses the impact of the 1982 Convention on the Law of the
Sea (UNCLOS) and many aspects and challenges of modern law of the sea.
The International Maritime Organization (IMO), as the United Nations specialized agency responsible for the regulation of shipping engaged
in international trade from the points of view of maritime safety and the prevention and control of pol- tion by ships, recognizes that these
goals can only be effectively achieved if each and every link in the corresponding chain of responsibility meets fully its obli- tions. Flag, port
and coastal States, as well as the shipping industry itself, all have roles to play in collectively improving safety and protecting the
environment, both marine and atmospheric, through the development, adoption, and uniform imp- mentation and enforcement of, global
standards. In this book, Dr. Christodoulou-Varotsi sets out to explore the extent to which the actions of the European Union and the United
States, as the main originators of high standards in these fields, constitute a paradigm to the rest of the inter- tional maritime community. In
this regard, while underscoring the need for a - listic, multilateral approach to maritime regulation – as epitomized by the work of IMO – the
author explores how standards could be enhanced through the use of unilateral action.
This user guide has been developed to consolidate existing IMO maritime security-related material into a companion guide to SOLAS chapter
XI-2 and the ISPS Code so as to assist States in promoting maritime security through development of the requisite legal framework,
associated administrative practices, procedures and the necessary material, technical and human resources. The intention is to assist
SOLAS Contracting Governments in the implementation, verification, compliance with, and enforcement of, the provisions of SOLAS chapter
XI-2 and the ISPS Code.
This model course has been based on MSC/Circ.1154, 'Guidelines on training and certification for Company Security Officers', and aims to
provide knowledge to those who may be designated to perform the duties and responsibilities of a Company Security Officer (CSO), as
defined in paragraph 2.1.7 (and paragraph11) of the ISPS Code, Part A, and in particular the duties and responsibilities with respect to the
security of a ship, for ensuring the development (or for developing) of a ship security assessment, for ensuring the development (or for
developing), implementation, maintenance and updating of a ship security plan and for liaising with Ship Security Officers (SSOs) and with
Port Facility Security Officers (PFSOs).

The ISM Code: A Practical Guide to the Legal and Insurance ImplicationsCRC Press
This volume brings together multiple perspectives on both the changing Arctic environment and the challenges and opportunities it
presents for the shipping sector. It argues for the adoption of a forward-looking agenda that respects the fragile and changing
Arctic frontier. With the accelerated interest in and potential for new maritime trade routes, commercial transportation and natural
resource development, the pressures on the changing Arctic marine environment will only increase. The International Maritime
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Organization Polar Code is an important step toward Arctic stewardship. This new volume serves as an important guide to this
rapidly developing agenda. Addressing a range of aspects, it offers a valuable resource for academics, practitioners,
environmentalists and affected authorities in the shipping industry alike.
Now in its fourth edition, this authoritative guide covers all of the core aspects of maritime law in one distinct volume. Maritime Law
is written by a team of leading academics and practitioners, each expert in their own field. Together, they provide clear, concise
and fully up-to-date coverage of topics ranging from bills of lading to arrest of ships, all written in an accessible and engaging style.
As English law is heavily relied on throughout the maritime world, this book is grounded in English law whilst continuing to analyse
the key international conventions currently in force. Brand new coverage includes: The entry into force of the Hague Convention
on Choice of Court Agreements, 2005 and greater detail on Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 12 December 2012 on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters
(recast). The entry into force of the Nairobi International Convention on the Removal of Wrecks, 2007. Discussion on the Arctic
Sunrise and Duzgit Integrity arbitrations and the "Enrica Lexie" Incident (Italy v India), Provisional Measures in the International
Tribunal for the Law of the Sea. Analysis of the Insurance Act 2015. Comment on recent cases including London Steam Ship
Owners Mutual Insurance Association Ltd v Spain (The Prestige) and PST Energy 7 Shipping LLC v OW Bunker Malta Ltd (The
Res Cogitans). This book is a comprehensive reference source for students, academics and legal practitioners worldwide,
especially those new to maritime law or a particular field therein.
This study gives an overview of the obligations of flag States and the control of their compliance with such obligations. It outlines
the main obligations as to maritime safety and security as well as marine pollution prevention under international as well as
European law and shows the still existing enforcement deficits vis-a-vis non-complying flag States as well as substandard ships.
Some of the main developments to counter these deficits such as the Voluntary Member State Audit Scheme on the IMO level or
the Third Maritime Safety Package on the EU level are taken into account.
The expanded and fully updated second edition include detailed coverage of additional flag states; an examination of the
implications of the ISM and ISPS Codes and the requirements of the Large Yacht Code as they relate to ship registration; a new
introductory chapter describing the legal and practical requirements of ship registration; and a fresh analysis of the status and
usage of national and open registries in current practice.
Now it its second edition, The Law of Yachts and Yachting is a comprehensive treatise on the law relating to yachts and provides
its readers with a thorough analysis of maritime law as relevant to the superyacht sector. Written by a team of leading yachting
practitioners and researchers, it covers the legal issues arising during the life of a yacht. The book is written for the legal
practitioner, yacht-broker and manager concerned with the operation of professionally crewed yachts including financing,
registration, chartering, insurance, compliance and casualty management. Key Features - •The only practitioners’ book on the
area •It covers all major aspects of yachting law in a single book •The Law of Yachts and Yachting is highly comprehensive despite its main focus on contract and tort law, it contains references to public law and international law and practice •References
to case law, English, foreign and international •Appendices containing essential source materials The second edition will cover
important changes in the superyacht industry such as: the new MYBA Charter Form 2017, the Large Yacht Code (LY3) and the
Passenger Yacht Code, both shortly to be consolidated into the new REG-YC, and the coming into force of the Maritime Labour
Convention 2006, to name just a few.
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